how the PIMs will be consistent with the profile, once it is specified. In other words, how to apply transformation rules from profiles to PIMs and from PIMs to PSMs.
Existing research on dependability focuses on the early design phases of software development [3, 9] . They look at some of the problems we identify in our work related to addressing dependability concerns in these phases. They use analysis techniques based on architectural representation techniques, e.g. Architecture Description Languages (ADL), or modeling languages, e.g. UML, to validate qualities related to the design of the software system.
However, their work is tightly coupled with tools or platforms where these solutions are targeted for, which does not conform to the concepts of portability and interoperability of MDA. [2] provides a useful transformation technique to automate dependability analysis of systems designed using UML. Nevertheless, to properly contemplate dependability in all stages of the software engineering process, we believe that one of the main concerns is to provide a unified semantic representation between the analysis and the design models.
Another approach to address software dependability is to provide mechanisms to improve reliability of software after it has been implemented through testing techniques. Works such as [6] use those techniques to identify faults in the software that are likely to cause failures. Our purpose is to concentrate on the reliability assurance of the system from design to deployment level through transformation techniques. Concentrating on these levels, we believe that the desired reliability of software systems will be reported in the testing phase according to the required reliability property defined in the architecture level.
Hypothesis
Our hypothesis is that MDA is a feasible environment to systematically assess and express dependability by means of profiles properly constructed. We propose to provide reliable software systems through a model driven approach. Once reliability mechanisms provided by current CBDAs are designed in a platform-independent way, platform-based design and implementation models must be therefore extended.
The UML meta-model defines the abstract syntax of UML, from which many concrete syntaxes can be derived [5] . This feature in UML allows us to express the design and analysis domains seamlessly, using the concepts inherent to these domains. Thus, this facility permits the mapping of the behavior of distributed component architectures into a domain knowledge keeping the semantics of the modeling requirements of UML.
Following this principle, our approach to meta-modeling using the UML lightweight extension mechanisms, i.e. profiles, is consistent with the official MDA white paper [11] , which defines basic mechanisms to consistently structure the models and formally express the semantics of the model in a standard way. Moreover, the profiles define standard UML extensions to describe platform-based artifacts in a design and implemented model.
Our Proposed Solution
The main contribution of this research is to provide platform-independent means to support reliability design following the principles of a model driven approach. The contribution aims to systematically address dependability concerns from the early to the late stages of software development. MDA appears to be a suitable framework to assess these concerns and, therefore, semantically integrate analysis and design models into one environment.
We propose to overcome the lack of a model driven dependability concern by identifying the levels of abstraction following OMG's MDA principles. To achieve this goal, this work relies on reference models specifications such as [13] as well as extensions of the UML metamodels. The current dependability property on focus is reliability. To guarantee and assess reliability properties of software systems using the MDA approach, we plan to achieve reliability in such a way that it is specified in the early stages of software architecture design.
The first step towards achieving reliability in MDA principles is to define a profile. In this regard, we have to represent software reliability in different levels of abstraction according to the MDA approach as well as the transitions from PIM to PSM and from PSM to code. Current CBDAs, such as Enterprise Java Beans, address a considerable range of features to support system reliability. There are some mechanisms these CBDAs provide in order to provide reliable services [4] :
Replication transparency through clustering;¯F ailure transparency through atomic transactions;
Asynchronous communications through message oriented components;
Persistency support through stateful and persistent component objects.
For each of these reliability mechanisms, we plan to build a profile for.
By means of a reliability profile, the architecture of an application can express both method invocations and deployment relationships between the application components. Actually, the reliability profile comprises three other sub-profiles: the design (where the reliability mechanism is modeled), the mapping (to map the desired reliability to the designed classes), and the deployment (to show how the components can be distributed in the network according to the required reliability support).
In the design profile, meta-modeling techniques are used to map out reliability mechanisms in a profile. This profile extends two main specifications:(1) the UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance and Real-Time Specification [13] and (2) the UML Specification [14] . The first step to accomplish this profile is to build a reference model that defines the classes, relationships, attributes and operations to represent the dynamic behaviour of the reliability mechanism.
In the mapping domain, where the elements in the design profile are mapped to the deployment profile, constraints rule how the desired reliability mechanisms are mapped to a designed application. The transformation rules defined by the OCL constraints are the core part of this domain. Finally, the deployment profile provides the configuration of how the components communicate and are distributed throughout the network.
Ongoing Work and Expected Contributions
We had previously concentrated on mapping out the area of interest, finding the problem to tackle, analyzing the contributions related to the problem we identified and defining the strategy to overcome the lack in the identified problem. The result of this work is in [8] .
We decided to define a profile for each reliability property at a time. We have been currently working out the construction of reliability profile based on replication. In this regard, we have built a profile for transient systems and mapped the core elements of the profile to the EJB architecture as a platform-specific mapping of that reference model. The elements of the design profile were identified by extending the UML metamodeling language and mapping them into the deployment diagram of the components following transformation rules to be automated in a future step of our work.
Expected Contributions -At the end of this process of mappings and refinements, it is therefore expected the identification of the elements required to design, implement and deploy reliability according to the OMG MDA. By these means, the main contributions we plan to achieve are:
1. Propose a way of specifying reliability in a platformindependent way; 2. Propose a set of rules to automatically map reliability mechanisms from PIM to PSMs in the context of the MDA.
In addition to these direct contributions, we expect to come up with ideas that contribute in the overall process of using a model driven approach in the software development so as to:(1) identify general procedure to build a reference model and (2) guarantee that the reference model and the profile are consistent with each other and with the generated code.
Future Work and Concluding Remarks
As soon as our reliability profile based on replication is built, our plans for the future contemplate:
1. Analysis -Identify those qualities that require formal analysis to determine and choose an appropriate technique for reliability analysis. Define a profile to represent the entities within the analysis domain.
2. Mapping -Define and verify the mapping between the design domain and the analysis domain from the previous step that correctly represents the semantics of each domain extending an MDA tool for code generation.
3. Another PSM -Choose another platform and extend the platform-specific profile (e.g. [7] ) to represent the reliability mechanisms of interest.
Evaluation -The evaluation aims to test the maturity of the approach, its applicability, and the effectiveness of the reliability models. To provide such assessment, we plan to monitor the performance of the model using a case study. The rationale is to populate failure analysed from real life scenarios into a subject system. The evaluation aims to assess the ability of the models to detect the following qualities of interest: replication transparency, failure transparency, persistency and asynchronous communications.
Concluding Remarks -This work is expected to turn the provision of reliability for software systems into a more practical approach. There are currently mechanisms to provide reliability for software systems. However, techniques such as process algebras are generally considered time consuming, in regard to the software development. The model driven approach seems suitable to fill in this gap and we expect to provide a solution where reliability can be assured along the life cycle of software development.
